sense and impose abrupt (and localized) shifts in the character of the distance decay function which defines the information field. In the original Hagerstrand models, these discontinuities usually represented localized physical barriers to movement and communication. The conceptual development of the information field is sketchy at best, and existing empirical work emphasizes our lack of knowledge of this complex function. [Marble and Nystuen, 1963; Merrill and Pitts, 1967; Marble and Bowlby, 1968 The relationship between the household's information field and its daily, recurrent movement pattern is evident since the former is usually defined as the set of locations at which face-to-face, interpersonal contacts are made, while the latter defines the set of all possible contacts of this nature. Within the spatial point set of trip ends lies a subset constituting the household's information field. The studies mentioned earlier have utilized a variety of surrogates and at least one of thesethe spatial pattern of social contacts -would seem to be closely related.
at least intuitively, to the information field. However, the direct relationship between movement fields and communication fields has not, to the best of our knowledge, been the subject of any previous empirical investigation.
The present paper presents some results derived from a pilot study Iri. This produced a common "toward Iri" sector (sector one), as. well as a common "away from Iri" sector (sector three) . Ring and sector counts were then made and observations aggregated over all observations in the three villages. Pareto distributions were fitted for each sector with the results as shown in Table I .
Tests were made on each sectorial pair of distributions (total stops vs. communication stops for each sector) and, in all four cases, the hypothesis that there was no significant difference between either the slopes or the intercepts was accepted. This provides additional support for the Table I Sector 
ConaluBians
Given the characteristics of the sample, low literacy and little mass media impact, it seems reasonable to conclude that a high degree of similarity exists between movement fields and communication fields and that the former do indeed serve as a viable surrogate for the latter. The extremely small sample size prevents any excursions into the fine structure of these fields (i.e., variations by age, sex, time of day, etc.) and it is certainly not possible to suggest that the gross patterns reported upon here would be characteristic of households in a modem Western city.
During the next two years we plan to carry out more extensive studies within both contexts in an effort to provide a greater insight into the relationship between movement and communication behavior in different societies.
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